What is qboxanalysis?
qboxanalysis is a carcass analysis application offering real-time 100% accurate reporting on producer herd performance
from processor supplied slaughter data. Using simple and easy to use web browser technology, the system offers UK
producers instant performance indicators on how their batch of pigs or herd is performing.
What does the system do?
Each of the application modules deliver accurate carcass performance analysis direct to the producer’s computer. Being
web browser based, there is no software to install and no data input required by the producer.
What are the features and benefits of the system?
The table below details the features for each of the qboxanalysis application modules
Version of qboxanalysis
Lite
Features
5
Easy to use simple Web browser based system
5
Multi-user licensing as standard
5
Carcase performance analysis and reporting
5
Health and condemnation impact reporting
Meat yield output analysis over 12 month rolling period
Feed usage monitor
5
Advanced real-time charting
What If predictor
Advanced What if scenario
Contract performance analysis
Advanced Contract comparison analysis
Multiple unit benchmarking
5
RMIF benchmarking module
5
RMIF primenumbers integration
5
Online support services included in price

Gold

Gold+

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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The benefits of having real-time business analysis data “at your fingertips” in any business is well documented. qboxanalysis
provides herd performance analysis at the click of a mouse button. Simple and easy to use and with no software to install on
your computer qboxanalysis leads the way in innovative solutions to your industry.
What information is required to run the system?
qboxanalysis requires only minimal information from the producer. The producer’s own Slap mark(s), the Processor(s) to
which the pigs are sent and a completed data release form (to the processor) instructing them to release non-financial data
to qboxanalysis.
Output
With a comprehensive charting and reporting module included, qboxanalysis provides detailed analysis on many key
indicators considered critical in today’s UK pig production. Indicators such as meat yield, health and condemnation and their
respective impact on producer revenue. How the herd is performing against processor defined contract parameters and
comparative benchmarking against industry and regional indicators are instantly available.
How is it accessed?
All you need is a personal computer and internet connection and you are halfway there. Qboxanalysis uses an open
licensing mechanism which means that the producer may nominate as many users to have access to their data as they so
wish (Vet, nutritionist, herdsman to list but a few) and as it is web based, there is no software to install and can be used on
any computer with Internet access.
Is it a service provision with technical back-up?
Technical backup and support for application related issues is available free of charge as part of the package. Also included
(for Gold and Gold+ users) is the opportunity to influence the future development of the application, so if you feel
qboxanalysis could be improved – tell us how.
Is it a system available for purchase?
qboxanalysis is available under an annual license scheme, for pricing and further information or to discuss how
qboxanalysis could help your business please contact us on 01888 545217 or email us at info@qboxanalysis.com.
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